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In my first quarter at RIT, I began working on a team project in the
graduate industrial design program. My teammate Tom Shu and I began
working on a prototype for a portable digital copier / printer. As typical in
an academic design project, we brainstormed many concepts and possible
solutions to incorporate in our proposed product. As the ideas departed
from conventional known functionality, more complex ideas for the design
and user interaction were discussed or explored. Considerable time was
spent explaining ideas to each other and checking for understanding before
a concept could be incorporated or discarded. This time was characteristic
of the entire project development.
For the final presentation, several complex product interactions
needed to be communicated to the audience regarding the product, but
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proved difficult to demonstrate due to the lack of a working model. My
partner and I finally resorted to preparing staged still motion photographic
slides which were animated by hand to convey several features and
proposed functions to the audience. Reviewing the entire project
afterwards, I kept revisting the complexities of communication involved
throughout the process. This included communication within the team and
with the final audience.
Many of the complex interactions and design details took excessive
time to describe verbally or could not be fully appreciated with simple
drawings or sketches. Conventional methods of conveying design intent,
both to fellow designers and to the audience (in this case, my fellow
students), were not adequate for the our needs. The team required:
* Better methods to rapidly exchange and refine ideas
among designers during their conception.
An improved means to communicate and demonstrate
these ideas to clients and end-users.
A better methodology to manage the process of design
development.
Emerging software and hardware technologies are now becoming
available to aid the designer in these problematic areas. These new and
emerging tools can help a designer to become more productive and yield
a better product. Furthermore, a design process that can be organized
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around their use can potentially increase their effectiveness
as well.
By using the new capabilities to help manage tasks and the creative
information generated along the way, a designer can better
realize and
deliver the potential of their ideas.
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Introduction
There are currently many emerging technologies in the areas of
communication and computer-aided design that can play a role in aiding
the designer or design team with their work in the field of industrial design.
Successful adoption of these new technologies by the field of industrial
design may depend upon:
* Identification and understanding of these technologies.
Knowledge of current practices within the field
* Knowledge of areas of potential use and early adoption.
Identification of common components of a design process that
can be used as a framework to propose and adapt new tools
and technologies.
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Multimedia
The first section of this thesis begins by presenting a brief overview of
several emerging technologies representing a range of new capabilities that
could be molded into tools for the designer/design team in their develop
ment work.
Interviews
The second section of this thesis explores daily practice in the
field. Designers at a variety of corporate and private design firms were
interviewed to obtain a snapshot of current practices and insights regarding
future direction for the field of industrial design. The wide variety of
designers interviewed also provided valuable input for identifying common
processes and methodologies.
Design Model
The third section introduces a high level common design process model
based on input from the design practice interviews. The common model is
used as a framework for proposals in the last section.
Design Model Components
The forth and last section represents the main focus of this thesis.
Here, Each component of the design model is represented individually with
proposals for new tools and / or methodologies to help the designer with
development, evaluation and delivery of their creative work.
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Multimedia
Beginning in the early 1980's, several new computer
technologies became available that changed how an audience interacts
with a traditional computer. Touted then as the next set of invaluable tools




have slowly become integrated in workplace and educational settings.
Once conceived as simply tools, these technologies now stand to shape
the communication processes they were meant to aid. Similarly, a variety
of these new technologies, now part of the industrial design field, are now
ready to reshape the industrial design development process itself.
A broad definition of multimedia could be made around the concept
of providing information to an operator or learner along multiple sensory
channels to enrich the experience thereby increasing understanding and
retention. As an example, in addition to presenting a subject in solely
a text format, The addition of audio and video can better immerse the
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audience within the given subject matter. Early developments in multimedia
before the computer era were as simple as providing multiple illustrations to
add context and additional information to the subject in books. Multimedia,
within the context of computers and digital media, first emerged in the
1970's with the adoption of video and interactive video technology.
Interactive video heralded the beginnings of
"dialog"
between subject
matter and the audience. Multiple outcomes stored on large digital video
disks further engaged the user by presenting multiple pathways through
the information/material. Subjects were, for the first time, presented a
variability to the learning experience. Yet ultimately, all were conceived as
a one way flow of information to the audience by delivering a prepackaged
set of information to a user through a small pallet of audio and/or video
media.
In the past ten years, computer technologies have greatly expanded
the palette of multimedia tools which currently encompass several
areas including static text and images, computer rendered graphics and
animation, along with the latest in compact streaming video and audio
technologies. Integrated delivery of information through these various
sensory channels can provide an
enhanced experience for the audience,
greatly speeding rate of understanding
of the subject or information.
Constant improvement in computer capabilities and speed, have provided
a steady increase in the quality and variety of information delivered to
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an operator via these sensory channels. Despite these changes however,
many of the latest examples of multimedia still bear a close resemblance
to their forerunners. Since the inception of multimedia within multiple
settings, the initial concept of one way communication to an operator or
user has changed little. These tools have been used continually to enhance
the delivery of information from the source to the audience through the use
of multiple sensory channels. With the latest technology, the experience
has become richer, yet the one way direction of information towards the
audience remains the same.
Additional developments have begun to change this information
flow and fundamentally alter the overall experience. Different from past
patterns of the delivery of a concept or piece of information from a fixed
information source to an audience, information can now be exchanged
among multiple audiences, traditional static sources of information and
databases of information that are constantly changing based on input
from external audiences. The experience becomes an evolving exchange
of information, changing the nature of what was previously considered
"interactive"
and "multimedia". The older models utilized the available
sensory channels to focus on the aspects of retention and understanding.
The newer models enhance these concepts and can also expand to include
the realm of real creativity by adding true dialog from additional non-static
sources.
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As with all designers, industrial designers rely heavily on their
communication tools and skills to visualize their ideas, as well as refine and
communicate them to each other and their clients. The latest developments
hold the potential to not only help them to show the world their latest
project, but to revolutionize how they conceptualize and collaborate.
Within the realm of industrial design, the following areas are experiencing
great change with rapidly expanding capability. Careful
integration holds
great potential for the field in the areas of:
computer-based modeling and rendering
animation
virtual prototyping / simulation
remote collaboration
pysical 3 dimensional modelling
Modeling and Rendering
Computer modeling and rendering
have traditionally offered the
designer tools to draft or sketch ideas directly on the computer in a
mathematically based vector
line format. Early examples of these types of
tools such as CATIA typically required large room
sized computer platforms
and were difficult to learn and tedious to operate. The output of these
early tools
provided only crude
visualizations and were oriented primarily
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toward the engineering community. Designers opted for traditional methods
of rendering by hand to communicate concepts. Current computer platforms
offer the designer the ability to quickly transfer sketches into a digital
format or create them digitally from the start. The speed and detail offered
allows the designer a greater range of freedom for initial experimentation
with a greater number of product form ideas. The ability to quickly view
the design in three dimensions offers the designer a better understanding of
the product form. Ease of manipulation of the design sketch enables more
vigorous exploration and quick refinement of the intent. Highly detailed
computer renderings can help the designer visualize product intent further
ahead in the design phase. Current computer renderings can also provide
additional detail regarding materials and finish appearance that were
previously available only in the presentation model phases of the product
development. The photo-realistic quality provided by by these tools offers
accurate visualization of final product intent before additional time and
resources are used to create three dimensional mock ups and models.
Additionally, the capability to communicate by the designer, anticipated
environments/settings for the product design within the rendering, is also
available. This can provide valuable information to a designer by allowing
the study of the immediate
environment of a design study. Aspects of an
environment (or multiple environments) as well as its anticipated interactions
with the study can be visualized and evaluated. Possible problems can be
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anticipated and better options can be identified.
Animation
In addition to product appearance, advanced computer animation
is providing the designer with a greater understanding of anticipated
product actions and interactions with both the surrounding environment and
targeted users. This allows the designers to better focus on visualization,
refinement and early problem identification. This is made possible by
offering real-time study of motion in direct digital sketches for the designer
to observe and evaluate. Areas of study can include: parts and external
object interactions in real time, design intent workflow, fly-through
illustrations and more. Animation, like several other technologies, can
reduce the task load on the designers when conceptualizing and when
communicating with each other or to an audience. Instead of relying on
verbal descriptions and static images, product movements are communicated
in a more descriptive manner, actual motion.
Virtual Prototyping and Simulation
As a step toward true
interaction with the final product, virtual
prototyping, which combines aspects of
computer animation and rendering
with interactive programming allows the
designer and the audience to
interact and react with early design sketches. Rendered three dimensional
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sketches of the product can be made at various stages of its anticipated
tasks. These various states can then be displayed by the use of scripted
programming in the prototype. Planned functionality for the product can be
simulated in the prototype for the designer and audience to explore and
evaluate. This can include three dimensional hardware interactions and
anticipated device controls.
As an example:
- A prototype can be programmed so intended physical buttons
that appear on the digital sketch will perform actions and scripts when
the button images are actuated by an anticipated end-user. Actions can be
communicated through computer animations of the product.
Other actions that are not planned as user-initiated, such as
automated responses or basic product functions, can also be programmed
to act autonomously in order to further evaluate functionality and user
reaction. Additional feedback such as sounds and visual effects can be
included to give the prototype additional realism. These prototypes can
be used as a communication tool between designers and engineering
development teams to ensure mutual understanding regarding functional
intent.
This capability dovetails well with
current engineering quality tools of
"upstream quality"1 which place intense focus on initial design phases of a
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product to identify issues and possible conflicts
"upstream"
where solutions
are easier, cheaper and have less impact on development schedule. This
in turn ensures a higher quality product and keeps development costs
down. Costly mistakes and re-engineering are reduced or eliminated and
development is less prone to costly unforeseen delays.
Remote Collaboration
Traditionally, collaboration between designers has taken place on a
variety of media, ranging from the formal exchange of concept drafting
and renderings to the informal sketching of ideas and inspirations on
dinner napkins. The face to face informal creative process at this phase
is often the most dynamic and creative simply because of the proximity
of the designers involved and the type and amount of communication that
ensues. Evolving corporate trends in the past twenty years have facilitated
the emergence of true multinational companies that exist and compete in
multiple global markets. As such, they support multiple operations and
functions over vast distances. On the small corporate scale, communication
technologies have enabled the smaller players in the global marketplace to
work cooperatively while separated by large distance. By tightly integrating
various components of development and production regardless of location,
these small and large entities are capitalizing on economies of concentrated
skill focus and reduced redundancy in operations. These geographic
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separations however, reduce or eliminate the face to face interaction that
can facilitate the most creative communication. Trying to recapture that
interaction is crucial for building a creative development environment.
Efforts to facilitate this type of interaction across remote settings, often
entails transporting people to one another, just to set up this creative
setting temporarily. This effort typically raises costs and lowers productivity
(by the required travel), negating the benefit sought. Several emerging
computer technologies seek to recreate these creative interpersonal
environments to regain this creative and productive edge. In an article by
Grant Ellis2 for Iris magazine, collaboration between car designers and
engineers at the Ford motor company takes place remotely with the help
of new computer multimedia technologies. Ford is currently utilizing Silicon
graphics equipment and software that allows designers in the their German
facilities to work in real time along side their American counterparts in
cyberspace. "The ability to work in a collaborative mode internationally is
an advantage in itself, because it translates into the ability to operate as
a global company". The technology utilized by Ford enables the designers
working in separate
facilities to simultaneously view and manipulate designs
as the designers speak freely between one another. "Two ford designers,
one working on body design in California, one designing suspensions in
Germany, are chatting face to face. Their eyes
on each other and on the
same
drawing."
Facilitating collaboration between designers remotely
2. G. Ellis, "Ford's global studio shrinks the world and changes the way it
works."
IRIS Universe no. 33 (1995): 23
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located holds these advantages:
- Speeds design processes by facilitating concurrent engineering
(simultaneous development of several phases of a product)
- Allows for decentralized specialization.
-Provides flexibility for resouce and skill management.
In this case, Ford can eliminate redundancy in any particular
engineering /design competancy and focus training and resources just once.
This can lead to more uniform solutions for a range of related tasks or
designs. Conversely, a remote collaboration involving team members which
span cultural and regional boundaries can help to deliver flexible designs
reflecting cultural, economic and anthropometric sensitivity.
Physical Prototyping
Traditional physical prototyping consisted of producing by hand
3 dimensional models of the design concepts. These models could be
comprised of simple materials such as foam, clay or wood. New computer
tools in the areas of stereolithography and 3 dimensional printing are
simplifying production in this
phase as well as expanding its capabilities.
Designers now can transfer their digital sketches directly to machinery to
quickly produce 3 dimensioal sketches.
These plastic sketches now can be
used to die cast metal parts.
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Interviews
Typical with emerging technologies, adoption and actual use
within various settings can be uneven and sporadic. A sample of design
firms and consultants was examined to identify present practices. This also
served as a forum for informed viewpoints regarding the outlook or
"vision'
for these technologies, including the possibility of their full integration into
the process of design development. Interviews were conducted with design
principles and managers from New York City, Upstate New York and the
Boston areas.
Interview Subjects
Simon Conway - Bausch and Lomb, Rochester NY
Steve Russak - Smart Design, New York NY
Brian Matt - Altitude, Boston MA
Gordon Sylvester - Henry Dreyfuss Assoc, New York NY
Brian Hotaling - Product Insight, Boston MA
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A simplified design process model was presented to the interview
subjects to use as a framework for their responses. Questions were posed
regarding the creative processes within the firms and departments. Also,
the use of multimedia and other computer technologies within their practice
and detail regarding its use within individual processes was also explored.
Subjects were encouraged to modify the model to best reflect their








The initial model was comprised of three major phases: ideation, refinement
and presentation. The following is aspects of each phase.
Ideation
Ideation - The initial phase of a design process. The methods and
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tools of this phase would focus on communication between designers
themselves. Some aspects of ideation include:
- Early concepts communicated by sketches
- Form studies
- Functional explorations in rough three dimensional media such as
clay, wood or
foam
- Concept development taking place with local partners such as
engineering or public relations firms.
Refinement
Refinement - The mid-phase of a design process. The methods and
tools of this phase would focus more on sharing concepts with a wider
audience to narrow focus of the development work. Some aspects of
Refinement would include:
- Concepts developed three dimensionally.
- Mechanical/Engineering details proposed or prototyped
- Detailed rendering produced
- Functional prototypes produced for simulated use.
- Concept development taking place with local/non local partners
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Presentation
41
Presentation - The last phase of the design process. The methods and
tools of this phase would focus on communication between the designer and
the client or customer. Some aspects of Presentation would include :
- Product concepts refined
- Functional prototypes created
- Refined mechanical models created
- Initial product marketing explored
- Concepts reviewed with local / non local partners
Interview Questionaire
The following questionnaire was presented with the proposed design
model to the interview subjects. Their answers are included below each
question. The answers for the subjects are color coded.
Brainstorming / Ideation





- Existing company products?
- Human factors data?
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Are there other related areas your firm will explore at this time?
- It varies between projects - possibly a prototype, sometimes just
a data file for rough dimensions. If it is a derivative product follow on
- the older models. Generally scanty stuff - at this stage two things are
happening they are typically asking [questions] -You [the designer] are
trying to extend their vision and take them a step beyond what they ask
for. You are not always sure they see the opportunities a designer does.
"Step, stretch and leap
"
The designer tries to find where the client wants
to take the project - how much risk is acceptable or what is the market
they are trying to reach? Engineering specifications, Competitors prod
ucts. If they do not provide this - we will do that research. Generally
- the client will come to us for the human factors data, [d]
- A large proportion of our clients are already producing a product
and are looking for our help with an upgrade in technology or a new look.
Also - some cusfomers have a new technology they would like to turn into a
new product. In many cases
- the manufacturer has a good idea of where they
would like to be - based on what they have been doing. Most of this data they
will provide for us just short of the actual design specification. In other cases
- we will meet with a client to talk about what they
"think"
they know. And
educate them in areas they are lacking information
- "what they don't
know"
In
which case - we will conduct background research [the breadth will vary] and
we will assemble a product specification, [a]
- All the above - but in different forms and to a different extent
depending large manufacturers vs. "virtual Generally
- [a]
superficial body of information focused on what the client
"thinks"
their needs
are. This knowledge varies between clients. This also depends on what part




a marketing department may provide
pure marketing data.
Overall the design firm will need to be proactive "pulling this
data"
from the
client. Depending On their experience working with a design firm
- the ease of
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this process will vary. Human factors data is not typically provided. Depending
on what type of human factors data is required - research versus creation - this
can be out sourced or generated in house.Typically this will be focused
on the specific product/project at hand. Very focused on the needs and
opportunities within a product, [s]
- Depends on the project but also what we ask for. In our proposal - we
ask for any physical component associated with the product [if it is a physical
product] internal components, Physical components, any existing product
specification [or we may help create it] internal requirements, market input
- demographics. Competitive information is sometime provided. We prefer
to obtain certain types of customer information first hand. Clients tend to
have a preconceived idea when they approach us - but we will look at the
larger picture and possibly educate the client. Many of our regular clients are
comfortable with us steering ideas, [p]
- A pretty good mix of people will initiate a project within our
company. Ultimately it is from the customer (obviously) - but it can come
through several conduits - our regional marketing people, our design group
and our sales people are talk with customers. We can initiate a project here
in the design area and these other conduits can be used to validate the
design. If we are doing a new to the world product - our research phase is
very deep. This research will include how to apply a new technology to a
consumer concept, how much a consumer may pay for a new technology and
how to educate the consumer about the options and the technology. - also if
the consumer is interested in the technology. In the case of a "line
extension"
- [refreshing a legacy product] this pre-work will not be as extensive, [b]
Are there other
unrelated"
areas your firm will explore at this time?
- We may research overall technology trends but not specifically visual
trends, [a]
- We keep our eyes open on everything - we may be influenced by
many
areas not thought of as
"related"
But may have unobvious parallels, [p]
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- [ like parallel fields] Not in a formalized way - however most designers
are great shoppers and lookers and tend to do [inherently] Sometimes we will
conduct a
"lifestyles"
phase - a visual
"audit"
to talk about what the influences
are... and "what's going on in the
world"
[d]
- There is a whole mentality to "trend
track"
We do a great of this
- beyond the typical functional research. We use outside companies to help us
with this aspect. We look at many outside factors - including how fashion and
economics will be effecting styles and consumer taste. [b]
At this stage, what are typical media your firm will use to
communicate ideas between designers?
- The primary conversation tools are whatever you have in your hand!
Basically a variety of black markers are used in conjunction with a personal
bound notebooks that everyone carries around. We will use these to draw with
the engineers. These can be assembled in to sketch packages for the clients.
Typically we will be faxing these back and forth to clients everyday. These
books can be used as a sales tool with prospective clients as well - we can
show them what to expect with everyday interaction with us during the course
of a project, [a]
- Pen, pencil and paper [p]
- Whatever it takes. Depending on the project
- sometimes this will consist
of only words and text. 2
dimensional / 3 dimensions, [on one project] we are
just communicating with scripts and words of
a character that may be involved
in the possible product. Otherwise [we use] conventional methods
-
sketching
and 3 d sketches in foam models. We probably sketch these days more freely in
3-d than on paper [s]
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-
Mostly two dimensional
- hand generated sketches [d]
- Primarily two-dimensional renderings with pen and marker, [b]
Do you generate computer renderings or sketches at this stage? If so,
what types of software does your office use?
- We do not touch the computer at this point. We will when it makes
sense - but at this point -I can do twenty concepts in twenty minutes of a detail
where I can start an idea and scrap it. [on a computer] I could not get 5% of
that, [a]
- Not typically. In terms of ideation - [the computer] is there as
reference but we do not use it at this stage. The flow of ideas does not match to
using the computer. If it could flow as fast as pen and paper
- then maybe.. In
terms of the computer as an actual media - certain things are just easier with
pen and paper [p].
- Yes - especially if we are working in tight dimensions or parameters.
We will set those up on the computer. As far as "loose
stuff"
we work by hand.
[s]
- Only if there is some kind of profile or size comparative study. It is
very hard to get the computer involved at
this stage - the computer is too
precise. When I am sketching
- it is tough to think in it's [the computer's ]
terms. ...The computer is slow - to put this type work on the computer is slow.
That is not where the computer shines.. ..the computer shines on accuracy and
detail. And changes later on - that is where the computer wins. Otherwise
- you could probably draft one of these first mockups faster. It [the computer]
demands more detail than you are really prepared to do. [If we do] We will put
this on the computer in anticipation that possibly this concept will be carried
forward and that we will have done the preparation work. So where we get the
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confidence in [a particular concept] we will move it to a computer, [d]
- At this stage no. [b]
Are there other ways you may use computers and multimedia at this
stage (video conferencing, animation .)?
[- most respondents indicated they would not use these at this stage of the
development process. ]
- We c/o use video conferencing a fair amount. As a form of
communication - it has a long way to go. We use it because we are
communicating with teams in other parts of the world. A month ago
- our
designers, along with our product engineering folks and our operations people
go together and did a video conference with our manufacturing facilities in
Ireland, Hong Kong, San Antonio and Maryland facilities. The response and
dialog can be choppy, [b]
Do you generate three-dimensional sketches or form studies at this
time? What materials are utilized? Are these made by hand or computer?
- Yes - we will use strux, Blue foam, foam core. We might do a quick
layout on the computer to use on the blue foam, [p]
- Foam models are our three-dimensional sketches. We probably sketch
these days more freely in 3-d than on paper [s].
- By the time we get to blue foam we are typically doing our
preliminary 2 d CAD drawings, sometimes wire
frame at that point. Eventually
we get into solids. We will use ashlar vellum or CAD key. We do not sketch
in 3 -d typically. The better your sketches are
[initially]- the more you have
resolved before you get into models [later][a]
- In the first phases of ideation - we will work in 2-d - but we can
generate Some 3 d sketches to give them a sense of reality. Typically the client
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is involved at this point, [d]
- We move to 3 dimensional as quickly as we can. It is the nature of
the product. We work with a very 3 dimensional product. There are elements
of evaluation you cannot do from 2 dimensional sketches. Our customers
immediately evaluate our product by handling. It doesn't matter what it looks
like on the shelf - it matters what it looks like on your face. It is very difficult
to evaluate any other way. Right now we make models out of the same material
that the final product is made out of. This can be very complicated. This is a
phase we are always looking for new technologies to help us. We have used
Stereo lithography in the past - and them use it with a silicon mold to cast
parts from, [b]
What criteria/input helps you to refine brainstorming concepts? (cost
or time restrictions, client input, etc?)
- in this "combing
down"
of ideas into a manageable group for the
client. These could be hybrids / collages are some of the original concepts. Cost
restrictions are typically woven into the project as part of the conceptualization.
We will work with the client in choosing directions, based on the concepts.. We
would let the client know which direction we feel hold promise, [d]
- There is no formula and varies from project to project. After we
created market models we start a "Mr.
Potato"
process of plugging in various
features and forms with each other looking at the outputs. We test these against
the attributes against the initial marketing specs we outlined at the beginning
of the project. This helps us narrow the concepts. This is carefully mapped so we
have data regarding the refinement [a]
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- We use a set of criteria we developed at the start of the project with
the client. We look at the product objectives and the time frames we set up
before hand. If the project was initially set up to create large numbers of
concepts or to perhaps fit into a specific legacy chassis - we'll use those
criteria. Also - [depends] if what we have so far is suitable to communicate to
the client - Which is not always a person who is a visual person like everyone
on the team, [s]
- We use the original product specification along with client input. We try
to develop a wide a range as possible of ideas that meet the spec 100% and
possibly others that we try to push one way or another and may go beyond the
original spec. It is an iterative process with the client. We try to guide them but
it is the
clients'
decision. The client will decide with ideas to continue forward
with, [p]
- We do a lot with design for manufacturability, We have pre-feasibility
phase which works in conjunction with the concept phase. Our manufacturing
representatives are very involved to help us evaluate our concepts. These are
evaluated twice a year with our internal marketing people. From this review
- we will decide what works and take these products on the road - to show
them in the regions to see if they are accepted, or need change [b]
As concepts become further refined, how do the various media change
to represent them?
- Hand renderings (detail, quality..)
- Computer renderings
(detail, quality, number, particular software)
- Three dimensional mockups
(materials. Methods, size, detail)
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- As the concepts are narrowed - the sketch will be put on the
computer to help with changes and refinement. The models are still built by
hand at this point. The models will still be not highly detailed.. They are better
than block models. Everyone can Appreciate the size and form It is all there in
a simple form, [d]
- Depends on client and budget - the early phases are sketches going to
quick 2d and quick CAD. Later we move into design models and proE Beyond
that - it goes directly into solids CAD [a]
- Yes - depending on the project - and the customer needs - we will
make tighter models, renderings. The methods we were using already will be
brought to the next level. There is no refinement until we have buy-in from the
client to the original idea, [s]
- [at this point] definitely more 3 dimensional. Typically, we will jump into
a model phase after the first round of refinement. - At that point - we may show
them a component layout in CAD [p]
- The only thing taken outside the department is a finished model. That is
the nature of our product. We show these to our trade customers. We cannot
get accurate feedback from 2 dimensional sketches. It is not nearly as helpful
as the actual models, [b]
Do other media you use at this stage change? Do you introduce new
media?
-
probably not. Depends on
the product. If the product has some non-
conventional component - we may introduce new
mediums to help. If there are
aspects other than it's physical presence - they may begin to show up here, [d]
- Generally




slick rendering. The time it takes to do that is considerable. The best would be
if there was a rendering tool in a solids modeler. Why put all the energy into
another, slicker rendering as opposed to putting the energy into a 3 d model?
M
Do you produce functional models at this time?
- Not unless there was some unique aspect, [d]
-we are involved in the production of a working model commonly. We do
not produce it ourselves. Our vendors will validate our visual and mechanical
specification. Our clients know the value of a prototype - and we make a
point to communicate the value to our clients, [a]
- depends - on low-tech product they will be functional. It depends on the
ease of mock up. The more complex products will be appearance models, [s]
- functional only to the extent that some articulation has to happen to
communicate a major function - otherwise no. [p]
Presentation
What criteria do you use to mark the beginning of this stage? (client
input, deadlines )
- This is client initiated based on feedback. This phase is diminished
lately because so much work that goes on jointly with the client [beforehand].
There are no big surprises. [d]
What mediums do you use at this stage?
-hand renderings




-three dimensions models? (what materials?)
-video presentations
- We can produce Alias renderings, machine-cut, painted models. We will
also work in Photoshop to create images showing the client the opportunities
for more products and variations. Computer animation comes generally
pretty late. It is pretty far-gone into the project before we get into animation.
Animation is a big project if it goes beyond
"turntable"
rendering- Beyond that
- it is a big project and takes a lot of time. A true animation/ fifmstrip is a big
job. It takes a lot of time and a massive computer to do this job. An animation
will contain a sample environment and the product within it. We have virtual
prototyping software that we can create some interactions with the product. We
use Macromind but it will be a dumb model or another software we have which
contains scripts and programming. We use these wherever there is a screen
to interact with but we have not used with three-dimensional models situation.
These 2-d interactive prototypes are taken out into the field to test with subject
users. Our final delivery may include a working prototype
- this may be
produced in conjunction with a partner engineering firm.
- Our deliverables are typically towards the end [ our hand over] a
data file. We work with the client through the manufacturing phase and do not
"chuck it over the
fence"
[ a solution] The media is typically a mix of a CAD
product, An SLA model, An appearance model. [a]
- Slide shows, computer based presentations possibly in director. This
depends on the product we are working on. We are experimenting with
interactive presentations for some car audio proposals, [s]
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- We call this final design - we will essentially continue the 3 d work we
have done into a more elaborate model - we produce a model nobody can
tell is not the real thing looking at it - along with that a more refined CAD
layout. Since the client is involved the entire process - there is not an elaborate
presentation at the end. [p]
- We will have been getting feedback all along from the regions about
their needs and areas of opportunities, [b]
Do you produce working prototypes at this time?
-
- these final concepts would be machine cut and probably non
functional prototypes - nothing inside but the parts that may be hinged
and will move. In some cases - the client will want to take the concepts out to
the field for trials. It will be painted to look good - but would not be the final.
[d]
- Absolutely - typically we do not make this ourselves but generally
are involved in producing them with vendors. Cost is factor
- so we look for
ways to produce them cost effectively and we communicate the need for them
with client. Different aspects of a prototype can be developed separately
- the
form factor, the interactive interface and tested separately. This simplifies the
task. Of course the closer - you can get to the actual production Intent - the
more robust feedback/data you will get back, [a]
- If the client has electronic components They are developing - we can
incorporate that. We can produce computer simulations - the closest we
come to that is for ergonomic information. Normally our clients would not
require an elaborate simulation - nor do they want to spend the money on it.
They do like to see the flashy models however. They want to see the real thing.
[Pi
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Communication
How do you communicate ideas and concepts to clients other than
presentations?
(fax, modem, internet, videoconference )
- for the most part - we prefer face to face. We value that because we
can observe their reaction. Otherwise - at other points -if there are details that
are changing
- we fax them. Proposals for new features [example]- but those
are generally detail checks, [d]
-Fax, mail, courier. We can modem files over to the client. It depends on
the capability of the client. Some prefer the traditional mediums.
Occasionally video conferencing - though it is still a little vague and clunky. It
is not quite there yet. They are helpful for seminars we conduct, [a]
- Phone, email, we will use the fax but it is not preferred over face to
face. It is hard to put context in a faxed drawing, [s]
-Fax/Modem We will transfer information electronically. If the client is
local - we will meet face to face, [p]
- We live by the fax machine. However most of our communication is
verbal [we are centralized] Ideas will faxed back and forth, [b]
Do you use these methods more frequently with non-local clients?
- We have not done anything with the internet for communication
-
otherwise the fax and international carriers. We will work opposite shifts with
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an overseas partner - interaction will not overlap unless scheduled. [d]
- Definitely. It can be big help with non-local clients and cheaper than
being on a plane every two days. However - at a certain point - it can get in
the way
- and we really needed to be face to face, [a]
Computers
What are some of the ways computers have affected your processes in
the last five years?
- Totally and absolutely. There are [now] practically engineering
drawings coming out the design shop. The detail and precision is incredible.
The ability to make changes to a product down the design stream is a very
powerful tool [d]
- A LOT - there is not a single drafting table in the house and everyone
has a computer on their desk. It has really made us more productive and sped
up the process. We do not rely on it
- But you have to know when and where to
use them. Sometimes it can slow a designer down and we have to go to drawing
be more productive. We deliver a more robust finished product - we can hand
over a solid database -in addition to a drawing and or a wire frame. The more
we can control - the more integrity the product maintains in production. They
also help immerse us in the technology and gain more understanding of how
"main
street"
interacts with the technology outside the design office, [a]
- In some ways we are much more productive - in others - we take
longer now - but the output in higher quality. No one is drafting any longer. It
is an organic process Here, [s]
- We are a new firm so cannot provide a long retrospect. The jump to
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CAD had been very productive. IT took a while to get up to speed, [p]
- Our project management tools are standardized within the company.
Computers have not supplanted any processes here however. We do not create
on the computer. WE do use it if we cannot see the 3-d idea with in the 2-d
sketch [b]
In respect to computers, how will your methods change five years from
now*
- Drafting on paper is becoming very rare. Sketching we still rely on
ideation - the first thing that comes to mind or comes naturally -with paper.
It is very hard to do ideation with a
computer- it isn't that kind of tool ....yet.
Probably within your lifetime/career - that will maybe be a possibility for you
to
"think"
on a computer. Our relationship with engineering is getting closer all
the time. We are now using a lot of the same tools as the engineers, [d]
- It would be awesome if we had a three-dimensional laser print. The
best thing would be a rendering program within a solids modeler where we can
punch out renderings. [ we are looking for one] I think the "final
rendering"
will
go away soon with new technology. The
later stages will see a lot of change
- but the early stages where you need to be spontaneous
- would change less
Maybe in the ideation stage - we will be drawing on tablets in the future. But I
think hand drawing will never go away, [a]
- We'd like to extend the engineering aspects of our work. A higher
level of compatibility with The systems of our
clients with our own would be a
great improvement. - The high-level computer renderings take too much time
right now. If they could be made quicker
- and the price in software AND TIME
brought down - it would be much more accessible. It would be good to work the
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technology Earlier into the process
- so longer as it is fast, [p]
- Probably very little. Other than more extensive training. [b]
What shortcomings of computers effect your company the most at this
time? (speed, cost, functions?)
- expense. We have new tools for $4000 that are replacing $400 tools.
And within 2-3 years - we have to replace them again. Absorbing all these
expenses is tough. [d]
- "Hurry and
wait"
the technology is raising the expectations of our
clients about our turn around. Also we have functional and physical use
problems - with ergonomics of the machines and our employees. Also -
we are limited by the portability of the machines. We are tethered to these
machines and the wires. The technology infrastructure in the office can bring
its own problems.The hardware is still not transportable everywhere. The
technology is expensive and costs a lot to keep up. [a]
- The evolution is very rapid and it is a challenge to keep up. The
infrastructure requires a high technical skill to maintain and run. [s]
- Learning curves are a big obstacle. No standardized products in the
field. [ platforms and software] [p]
- Cost primarily. Most software specifically for industrial design is very
expensive. The capabilities within the current software are now where near what
we need it to be. [b]
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Evaluation
What drives your firm to new methods? - competition, cost, client,
other?
- competition for the most part along with the desire to be number one in
what you do. Clients look for that. Along with all the non-traditional things you
can do with the computers - including Stereo lithography, [d]
- The toy factor
- drives us to look at new products and tools. Clients
will also suggest tools to add compatibility with their processes, [a]
- Just the knowledge that there is a better way will drive us to make a
change. We look at what will make us more efficient. In general Computers
themselves have not necessarily made us more efficient. But they have raised
our quality. The technology adaptation grows organically, depending on
individuals in the company and their interest. People here have the freedom
here to explore. It's about balancing what you need to get done with what
people want to do [ pursuing technology interests ]. [s]
- Client needs. Knowledge of what is becoming expected in the field.
Competition is a big driver, [p]
- We get involved so we could understand what the changes are. Within
the computer realm [ in terms of tool capability] The capability is not what
we need - however the idea to get started early with the tool was driving the
need. Competition also drives use. The idea of the need to compete and be on
the leading edge, [b]
How does your firm evaluate the effectiveness of new methods? -
productivity gains, client feedback, increased business, other?
- no formal way. Client feedback - internally you do it by instinct. [d]
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-
Try it and see if it works. Trail and error really. We never will put a
project or client at risk with a new tool, [a]
- That is through feedback with our staff. As people experiment with new
tools - they will adapt them or discard them [s]
No formalized process, [p] [b]
Synopsis
Key observations and messages taken from the interview
responses:
- The adoption of new technologies is uneven between design firms
and within individual design firms. Most firms do not have a
formalized adoption process, but rather leave it up to individual
designers for examination and adoption.
[Corporate design entities may be an exception.]
- Expense and impact on product delivery are two main factors in
consideration of new tools and processes. Client requests or
compatibility can sometimes drive change.
- The design process could be better described with a more detailed
design model to reflect nuances within the process between different
design entities.
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- Proposals for adoption can be better described/ examined within
individual design process segments.
- No formalized evaluation of impact that new tools and techniques
are having on an individual firm and its processes.
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Updatec
Design Mode
For the research phase of this thesis, interview subjects were
encouraged to provide feedback regarding the basic design model that
was used to frame interview questions. Apart from responses to specific
interview questions, feedback was taken regarding the basic design process
itself based on the interview subjects day to day experiences and insights.
This was later used to update to update the design model. This provided a
more accurate and realistic model framework to propose future processes
later in this thesis. Additional input to update the model was provided by
referencing the principles of the Boehem
spiral development model1 to
create a more detailed and flexible design development framework.
The Bohem spiral model helped to visually represent the design
evolution and it's iterative nature. The model provided a visual framework
to represent various parts of the design process and the cyclic relationship
between them. Boundaries between the different components are defined by
predefined metrics typically representing decision points or design goals.



















Specific components borrowed of the Boehem spiral model2 for use in the
updaed design model include:
1. Expression of cyclic development over time.
2. Concept of cyclic validation /testing.
3. Design evolution over time.
2. Boehm, "Using theWin-Win Spiral Model: A Case
Study."
35.
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Refinements and components of the updated design model,
The design model is now updated to express the Boehem concept of cyclic
development as design iteration along a 3rd axis which represents time.
Define
A distinct pre-start Definition phase is now included. Highly variable in
scope, this phase mainly represents
organizational work and therefore is
represented outside the main model.
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Various phases of the model are arranged in linear form along the 3rd




The concepts of Development and Evaluation are represented as modes
along the entire design process as opposed to
just a single momentary
process.
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Define Critique Validate Test
Brainstorm
Deliver
More specific phases are expressed within the development and evaluation
modes.
Define Critique Validate Test
Brainstorm
Deliver
Design iteration and progress are expressed as a spiral moving through
evaluation and development modes along the 3rd axis of time.
Metrics /Goals
A formal juncture along the entire design process for decision making
regarding the progress of the design is expressed as a series of gates
for the design project to pass through. In the following sections of this
thesis, the various parts of the updated model are presented separately by
section. The order of presentation of the parts is based loosely on a typical
workflow for a design project from start to completion.
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Before a designer begins to work creatively to tackle a design
problem - the designer must understand the nature of the task precisely.
It's scope, purpose, actual end user, requirements, technical boundaries
are examples of aspects that can be provided to the designer before
initiation of the design process. Careful attention in this preliminary area
provides value later in the design phases. These aspects can be used to
chart a planned course for the design process through the later phases. By
formalizing the information-gathering component - a team can be given the
time and resources to properly benchmark and define project goals. Digital
tools can play a role in aiding the designer in the area along the lines of
benchmarking accessibility and real time requirements tracking.
Benchmarking, as a general term refers to the actions the design team takes
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to educate themselves (and possibly their customers) about the product
and the market the team finds themselves working in. In many cases the
primary focus is on examining the specific products that constitute possible
competition, but also can include products that hold specific characteristics
that the design team may find useful in development.
Benchmarking
Traditional benchmarking can include a
"range"
of random images
of a target product that the designer can reference (by hanging them
on the wall of an office) to detailed product specifications (often the
product sales literature.) These techniques, however, can only capture
static characteristics of the design. While in some cases the designer
does have an opportunity to have an actual product on hand, this may
prove impossible depending on the nature of what is being benchmarked.
Expanding the pallet of experiences that can be captured for later
reference by the designer can prove to be a valuable addition to a
designer's development toolbox. Aside from static images and dull product
specifications, interactions with the product, auditory references, machine
or product behaviors can be recorded and easily referenced by the
designer over the course of the design process. Not only can they help
inspire and help create, but can also work as a yardstick for gauging
the direction of a project farther into the process to prevent unplanned
"project
creep"
- where the design direction leaves its originally planed
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path and does not provide a solution for the original goals. By identifying
key aspects of a planned product, various benchmarks can be linked to
the design as it evolves through the process. Some may be targeted at the
brainstorm phase as an inspiration source. As an example, a designer may
benchmark a product simply for it's reputed emotional appeal or initial
customer reaction. A recording of that interaction can be retrieved as the
designer brainstorms for the deisgn at hand.
Requirements Tracking
Other benchmarks may be tied to the outcomes of a review cycle to
use for comparison as the design team moves through the next phases.
These can be automatically presented to the designer through whichever
digital medias are involved at that phase.
Long lists of product requirements are typically not conducive to
creatively aiding the design team during their development phase. Long
documents (if actual requirements exist in that format or at all) are typically
not considered a valuable design tool. Conversely, a project lacking a
basic set of requirements in some form is in constant risk of floundering
in indecision on the design direction. A design team runs the risk of
delivering a product or design that does not solve the given problem or
that no one ever asked for. By formatting the product requirements within
easy
contextual reach throughout the entire process, an easy to use virtual
project manager [management system ] is born. Better than just keeping the
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information readily available to the designer, by enabling a system where
the pertinent requirements are actively inserted it is ensured that a project
is kept within the previously defined scope. As an example, as a design
team accesses the digital components of each design phase, whether it is
concept sketching during brainstorming or prototype delivery in the testing
phase, the project requirements are formatted as a metrics checkpoint from
which a design team cannot move to the next formal development stage
until the criteria are satisfied.
Brainstorm
At the inception of the design process, designers sketch out
multiple ideas to quickly (and widely) explore various aspects of a project.
In conjunction with generating new ideas, a designer can begin a process
of "creative assembly", very similar to a random experimental assembly of
various
"legos"
of different colors and sizes. Here, the designer records in
sketches, different creative assemblies, comprised of previously separate
ideas (or parts of these ideas). Completely new concepts can emerge from
this creative exercise. Obviously at this fast paced, unrestrained stage, the
rapid and accurate recording of the creative process is crucial to ensure no
ideas are lost. Typically a designer runs in this stage in "paper and
pencil"
mode. This informal medium allows a quick recording of ideas without
the tedium of computer-mouse-based drawing media. This is also a stage
where many designers insist that the hand-based nature of the process is
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crucial to the process itself, giving the designer "a
feel"
for the ideas they
are assembling and recording. The act of recording the ideas can actually
contribute to the creative process. Translating the ideas to paper forces
the design to
"fit"
the concept into a two dimensional space [the paper],
forcing additional examination and further brainstorming.
Current multimedia technologies are providing the means to record
and archive these sketches rapidly. Through digital paper and sketch pads,
along with emerging tablet PC's, ideas can be recorded directly into a
digital medium faster than through traditional methods. When a designer
begins to survey initial creative sessions to begin further exploration
- additional capabilities to allow the designer to organize the various
sketches by different parameters (style, inspiration, function, feasibility) can
provide an additional tool for accessing and comparing many stored ideas.
Redundancies among creative assemblies can be quickly found and unique
elements will become more readily apparent through this process as well.
Not typically recognized as a component of the process, a designer's
thoughts or "mental
notations"
while sketching in this phase can provide
a critical facet to the process. Traditionally the only recordings of this
component were comprised of the notes the designer takes the time to
record in reference to the sketches and creative assemblies. However,
small textual notations cannot begin to capture the creative process of the
designer. This is an area where digital multimedia can provide another
BSOEBBSaaiBiaiBI '03
dimension to the designers ideas. One concept would be the live digital
audio recording of a designer comments as the sketch is rendered on a
digital sketch pad. A designers audio notations - recorded and mapped to
the appropriate pen stroke as the idea was drawn. On review, a designer
or audience can review the the playback creation of the drawing or sketch
and hear the designer's audio comments played back. These digital
recordings can prove to be a great enabler further into the design process
when collaboration begins. Digital recordings can also prove to be more
valueable than handwritten notes, simply by the fact of their existence.
Recording notes after the fact is a specific task in itself. The designer may
or may not take the time to perform this step. The ability to record while
in progress, reduces the need for the designer to capture and archive the
information and possibly slowing the entire process.
Another area outlined earlier, is the use of multimedia to enable
collaboration between designers in this brainstorming phase. Typically the
one pencil and one hand sketching phase cannot lend itself easily to real
time collaboration, either locally or remotely. Here, assistive technologies
can provide a design team with the virtual canvas that can be shared
simultaneously, thereby allowing designers the opportunity to work together
in this "creative
assembly"
phase, bringing to the canvas a wider array of
considerations and inspirations from multiple designers and their individual
backjground experiences. The ability to easily
reference the background
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inspiration a designer may utilize during brainstorming (e.g. digital idea
boards) can provide a creative
"palette"
which the designer can draw
from real-time during the brainstorming process. Presenting this palette in
a freely accessible manner or interface can aid the designer in generating
multiple ideas along a unified theme, as well as entirely new concepts.
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Critique
Brainstorm
Within the early stages of design, a designer or team quickly arrives
at the phase of Critique to help process the many concepts and ideas
being produced in the early Creative phase of brainstorming. This "posting
the sketches on the
wall"
component is the first stage of Validation
carried through the entire design process. For the sake of convenience -
presentation and feedback are often strictly casual, typical within the early
phases of a design process. These early phases (define, brainstorming,
critique) can also be characterized by their spontaneity and fleeting
nature. They can be practically simultaneous and hard to formally separate
compared with later parts of a design cycle.











But despite the informality - this early stage of critique is an
important place where entire concepts and possible development pathways
are chosen or discarded, who is involved in this important phase, along
with a record of the decision making, can both play an important role later
in the design process when reviewing design outcomes. A team can most
easily absorb feedback at this juncture where their concepts are highly
pliable. Therefore, it is in the designer's best interest to seek the most
relevant audience for critique of the intended product, as opposed to the
most convenient audience. Remote collaborative technologies that possibly
enabled the creation of the initial concepts by non local designers, can now
easily be used to put the design team and its
concepts in front of the most
valuable sources of feedback, including the customer and the end user.
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Connecting the designer to the various sources of feedback without
slowing the creative process has always been a challenge in product
development. The capabilities and tools in this area have been scarce or
non-existent. New computer capabilities now can provide assistance in
this early phase of evaluation by providing new methods and tools for
the actual task of critique as well as for recording this work. As stated
previously, the traditionally informal nature of critique typically dictated
that the feedback sources were identified by convenience and a desire to
keep the process in motion on behalf of the design team. This sometimes
stands in contrast to possible sources that would provide the most valuable
critique for the product but whose involvement previously was cumbersome
or impossible. Real-time communication of multimedia now allows a designer
/ team to share their earliest work with fellow designers or clients, both
locally or remotely located, in much more detail than is possible with a
fax machine. The ability to easily communicate more than just a specific
product concept but also the creative activity from which it emerged through
words, images and more, can help sharpen critical feedback - increasing
its relevance and usefulness. The efficiency with which the feedback can
be provided also improves because theaudience requires less time trying
to understand the nature of the design task or problem and more time
formulating valuable feedback.
Modelled as a design concept ancestral record, retaining the
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knowledge of why a design was not pursued can be valuable when
additional options are required due to a problem with the current design
pathway. That record, in the form of audio brainstorming notes and digital
sketches, can save valuable time in regenerating ideas by revisiting/not
revisiting previous decisions and inspirations.
In the phase of Critique, this would entail a multi-format record of the
validation process that effectively retains the informal commentary, dialog,
and decision making that take place in the phases of validation. An actual
record of design decisions and or feedback can also prove to be valuable
further down the road by designer / team by acting as a detailed set of
digital meeting notes from which to keep the design path from migrating
from the original metrics. Building on the importance of the reviewing
audience - a record of the feedback (both audio and video) provided at
this phase is equally important. Traditionally, this record consisted solely of
the static meeting notes recorded by a meeting participant, which continued
further in the design cycle. Aside from informal sketches of design pathways
not pursued, little formal record of this juncture survives. Yet in the situation
where a chosen design pathway falters further into the design process,
other components of this phase can prove valuable to a design team quickly
looking for alternatives.
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Brainstorm Critique Refine
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participants

















In the digital critique, both 2D and 3D initial concepts are easily
fed into a readily accessible database that also collects other components
of a traditional critique as it takes place. The components, aside from the
digitized sketches themselves, can include digital storyboards, inspiration
sources, as well as a audio or video record of the dialog that took place
during the critique. These components are stored immediately within the
context of their respective design pathways. Upon retrieval, these digital
meeting records can be accessed to quickly see prior design decisions and
also add new information, accelerating the review and replanning activities.
Previous participants can be recalled and asked to submit additional
feedback. The digital critique archive helps the participants avoid
redundant review and quickly offer valuable feedback.
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Define Critique
Brainstorm
In the refinement stage, a designer examines the ideas and concepts
generated and attempts to narrow the scope of exploration. Leaving the
phase of critique with feedback and additional information regarding the
current design proposals, the designer utilizes this new information to plan
the direction that further development will take. This includes discarding
proposals, refining proposals and possibly combining others. All of
which can be facilitated by the various pieces of information being easily
accessible to the designer. If not already in a digital format, moving current
proposals, along with information from the previous phase of Critique can
allow the designer/team to quickly manipulate the original proposals to
reflect feedback from critique. Several areas a designer may begin to work
with the current proposals include:
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Being able to visualize a concept within its intended environment can
be a valuable method for analyzing a concept's contextual compatibility.
Rapid rendering capabilities can be a key enabler for a designer to take
a "look
ahead"
at a concept to anticipate problems or previously unseen
details.
Recombination
Combining and recombining various ideas can be facilitated by the
digital media to a much greater degree than previously possible. Designer's
sketches no longer require repetitive redrawing to enable recombination
and exploration. Leveraging components of design proposals that did
not pass the critique phase can lead to new proposals for the designer to
examine. The time saving potential and ease with which the experimental
recombination can be done in itself enables the designers to continue to
explore over a wider range of ideas.
Communication/Consultation
The audience as well as the design team at this point may have grown
to include a wider group of contributors
such as engineers and marketing.
While still not the final customer, these members bring valuable information
to the designer to be considered and fed into the design process. A system
of tracking these ideas and inputs against decisions
the designer makes
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can be a tool to manage feedback and input. This can span engineering
input, important design regulations (508, UL, etc ) and marketing data
and references. Similar to earlier proposal for tracking designer ideas
along the brainstorming process, here, the additional information can be
cataloged in an easily referenced manner mapping against designer's work.
For example, during the refinement of a design proposal, the designer may
make a small, yet important modification to provide greater handicapped
accessibility to the future product. This change, along with its causal can
be archived with the design process itself. This ensures that further into
the design process, the information remains present and available, thereby
helping prevent a design team from revisiting a design needlessly, and
possibly losing an important past design decision.




A component of evaluation, Validation, similar to the earlier phase
of critique, brings the designer back to the audience to review the work.
Exiting the previous phase of Refinement, the designer's concepts now
exist in a more formalized state. Now bearing more definition and focus,
they have been refined beyond the rough "sketches on the
wall"
that
characterize the inspirational nature of the Brainstorming output. For these
concepts, validation brings a sharper focus to a review, as well as an
increased formality. In contrast to critique, where the ideas are reviewed
that were generated in quantity, the designs at this phase have gathered
form, dimension and possibly rough function as proof of concept.
Many of the tools speculated as possibilities in the digital critique,
such as remote collaboration, digital meeting notes, are employed at this
phase of review. The audience for Validation can be enlarged by the use
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of collaborative technologies as an extension of Critique. The audience
itself also changes in nature by being the first formal juncture between the
designer and
"non-designers"
(and possible end-users.) Through a pallet
of evaluation tools, these new participants can be involved in the review
of these refined concepts. Collaborative focus groups, high-level usability
testing, product acceptance testing and interactive proof of concepts are
examples of tools that can be employed to evaluate user comprehension
and acceptance. The feedback, similar to the Critique phase, can be
recorded as both audio and video clips and fed into the next stage of
development to incorporate or modify the current design pathway. In
addition to traditional methods of test observance by the designer, and the
packaging and interpreting of validation results to be given second hand
to the design team, the validation activities themselves can be stored within
a database in the context of various aspects of the design itself. As the
designer accesses (digitally) the various components of the design through
the next phases, the relevant commentary is immediately available.
As an example, while in the phase of validation, customer reviews
are typically recorded in their entirety for later reference. This enormous
amount of data can then be manually reviewed with relevant pieces
sampled or pulled out for reference. This process can be tedious and
require a very long attention span. The process can be greatly simplified
with the use of a virtual underline or bookmark tool. Here, a piece of the
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recorded session spanning a period of time before and after the use of
the bookmark is noted. These segments can be placed automatically in the
project database for later use. As designers access these components with
their digital tools, the commentary becomes available in the background to
help guide the designer. The designer's response to the feedback is based
on first-hand observation which can be reviewed as needed. The Validate
phase probably also marks the first formal comparison of a current design
pathway against the original goals and metrics laid out at the Definition
phase of the design process.
Critique Validate
Metrics /Goals
As part of the greater validation component of the design cycle
this phase also provides the next opportunity for a careful comparison
of the current output with the original
requirements and goals. Set up
at the onset of the project, this review is easily
accomplished due to the
requirements now existing in a digital
format that can be reviewed as the
background context for the current design output.
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Should the current design direction be found to meet the project
requirements, the project passes through the checkpoint to the next design
phase of prototyping. If in the course of the review, it is revealed that the
design is not meeting the requirements, the team is prompted to step back
though the preceding phases to discover where the project direction took a
misstep since the last validation of critique.





Preparing to move again into an evaluation phase for a product, the
Prototyping phase typically offers the design team it's first opportunity to
"wrap their hands
around"
the focus of their work. Emerging multimedia
technologies can now help to increase the fidelity of the (typically 3D)
prototype thereby increasing the effectiveness of the following design phase
of testing. These gains in fidelity can be seen in actual functionality and
near final product appearance. Furthermore, greater productivity in the
actual production the prototypes allowed by the new techniques and tools,
in itself, can also add breadth to this component of the design phase by
allowing the design team additional flexibility in their design exploration.
The wide use of computer-aided 3D modeling and manufacturing has helped
to lower the cost of producing product prototypes. This cost reduction
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comes primarily from the speed at which prototypes can now be produced
by the seamless integration of computer-aided design technologies that the
designer uses to visualize, along with the new ability to quickly turn those
ideas over to computer modeling tools such as stereolithography. This speed
has many effects on the design process including a quicker progression
to the testing phase. Also, by reducing the cost of the prototype, the
flexibility to produce more prototypes is realized. This in turn allows the
designer to bring a wider array of ideas and concepts further into the
design process to ensure validation. This can be referred to as "wide
prototyping". New methods of wide prototyping are used today by several
car manufacturers in their new model development programs.
In traditional new car development, many key parameters of a
proposed model are "locked
down"
at an early stage. From which
engineers continue development of subsystems. The ability to effect change
to the entire model narrows quickly within the overall design phase. As a
result, revisions (based on data and information available further in the
design phase) cannot migrate far from the original design assumptions
without putting the development time frame in jeopardy. With intensive use
of interactive CAD modeling and real-time engineering communication, one
Japanese manufacturer, Toyota, has developed a more fluid prototyping
process, where subsystem development teams work with specification
given in terms of flexible ranges. This allows the prototyping phase to
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remain fluid longer into the process without affecting the design cycle time.
Efficient prototyping methods allow many more variables to be explored
simultaneously in context with each other and modeled in several prototype
variants.
Prototype Fidelity
While a static three dimensional form model can help a team or test
subject evaluate a design concept, the degree of interaction to simulate
real use has traditionally been limited. Methods to produce a single copy
of a particular part were extremely costly and many times would not
resemble the actual intent fully due to material or modeling limitations. The
expanding availability of stereo lithography along with its great material
modeling ability is bringing rapid prototyping of actual functioning parts to
the hands of designers and their teams. What began at the outer realm of
engineering prototyping with required complex programming and fragile
output is quickly evolving with better ease of use and improved materials
and wider availability. Parts and quick casting molds are now available
for use in prototype production. This brings working parts, and sometimes
mechanisms, to a prototype where only wood, plastic and clay were
before. Additionally, the production techniques involved in the prototype
production more closely mimic the processes involved in the actual intended
production, thereby giving the designer a valuable foresight in the design
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for manufacture (DFM).
Easy-to-use programming applications teamed with (now common)
microelectronics are easily integrated to help provide feedback and
response to user input in a variety of types of anticipated interactions.
Digitally controlled micro motors, sensors, controls and displays can help
to simulate desired interactions as originally envisioned and can be easily
revised, adjusted or completely changed based on real-time evaluation.
Complex computer-based interfaces can now be simulated almost in their
entirety with programmed responses and operator feedback, all before any
complex underlying code is written. Designer and user feedback can all be
incorporated into the prototype.
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Define Critique Validate Test
Brainstorm
The Testing phase marks the final evaluation mode within the design
process. Similar to the previous evaluation phases, the designer uses
this phase to take the current design output and conduct review with a
wider audience with the use of detailed usability testing and functioning
prototypes. Differing from previous phases, testing can mark the final
evaluation before the product is delivered. Not followed by an additional
development cycle, this phase functions as the final gate before the product
is delivered to the customer. As such, the main focus of this evaluation
phase is the careful testing of the design to check for alignment with
the product requirements and goals, as opposed to primarily gathering
feedback to drive the next development cycle. Full alignment with goals
and requirements allows the design process to move to the product delivery
stage.
Misalignment with the product goals and requirements directs the
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process back to the previous development phases, using the testing output
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As the design has moved through the validation phases, the audience
for the review has slowly changed and grown. At the start of validation,
the audience primarily consisted of the designer and the immediate team
around the project. Moving forward, the audience has grown in size to
include the customer and possibly initial reviews with anticipated end-users.
Streaming audio and video can help facilitate many aspects of this stage
of review including remote testing of the product. Here, the technologies
allow a test operator to conduct real-time interviews and dialog with a
remote test participant in the same fashion as with a local participant. Tests
are no longer limited to what participants can be brought into a test facility,
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but now can be made "portable". Whereby, a product to be tested can be
delivered to a remote testing facility or to a setting more immediate to a
participant to be evaluated. Streaming audio and video can allow a test
operator to conduct a test without actually being in the locality. This in turn
enables better placement of the tested product within its intended context,
thereby rendering a more realistic test simulation. Feedback collected as
part of the test can be considered a better reflection of the field - thereby
increasing it's accuracy and value.
Remote usability testing can also now allow for a diverse (possibly
multinational) pool for test participants, thereby increasing the value of
testing by widening the sample to include all anticipated user markets.
Finally, as the product sharpens in definition and prototyped functionality,
the audience can consist entirely of anticipated end-users, evaluating
complex interactions with the product to evaluate usability and requirements
alignment.
As detailed in the previous Development phase of Prototyping, the
current design(s) can possess a large amount of the planned functionality
for the final product. The higher speed and lower cost of prototyping
may allow for multiple design
concepts to be brought this far into the
design process, thus giving the design team the ability
to fully test several
different, yet fully detailed concepts with end-users. This can utilize testing
resources more efficiently and reduce delivery risk at this late stage of
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design. Review of multiple designs can provide a wider feedback sample for
the design team should they be required to cycle back into Development.
With highly detailed prototypes, the ability to thoroughly test
functionality with end-users is realized. This is especially useful with any
type of product with a proposed set of complex functions. Aside from
users simply evaluating appearance, review can include users performing
complex interactions and workflows which probably comprise the majority
of intended value of the product. Test subject feedback is now provided
within the context of a prototype actually functioning as intended for
the final product. With a clearer understanding of the product intent,
the test subjects can participate in the evaluation with a better product
comprehension from the outset.
Feedback output of the testing phase can be used in the variety of
ways by the design team. Feedback of successful concepts can be captured
and used as a resource by the marketing team as well as reused by the
development team.
In addition, it is at this phase where feedback is carefully examined in
the context of the product requirements and goals. Original product intent,
initial customer requests and requirements in the original digital sketches
are easy to compare with the output from testing to determine
the next
course for the design team. Should problems be revealed with particular
components of a design, this can be documented thorough recordings from
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testing and then linked to relevant areas within the database of previous
development phases for the design team to access as they revisit the
previous cycles.
Output from successful testing can also prove valuable for the
team. Relevant test feedback can be stored and indexed by the nature
of a particular function or aspect of the product to be accessed later by
the same or different design team. This information can be accessed for
reference during the Development modes of another design project.
Aside from the design team, test data can also be of use to a
marketing team for the product later in the delivery cycle. Referencing
usability data or customer feedback are two potentially valuable areas
of
use for the test data.
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Define Critique Validate Test
Brainstorm
Deliver
A design successfully emerging from the Test phase of the design
process now moves into the phase of Deliver. Here, meeting the criteria
of completion, the product moves from the hands of the designer into the
next phases of product development. Manufacturing and Marketing are two
areas typically beyond the formal area of the designers. These two areas,
while past the formal design process, can be directly impacted by the
digital tools and techniques employed by the designers in the earlier design
phases. By reusing or integrating information of the previous design phases,
overall product delivery can be accelerated. Examples can include letting
the engineering and marketing teams study customer information gathered
during the design process. Other information or artifacts from the deisgn
process aside from direct customer data can also be utilized.
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Engineering /Manufacturing
There are many aspects of product manufacturing that can be
greatly aided by the digital tools and output used through the design
process. Similar to earlier phases, the main value of these digital tools and
techniques is in facilitating communication. In the delivery phase, many of
the digital outputs from the earlier phases are now used to communicate
product intent to the engineering teams moving the product to the
manufacturing phase.
Probably the first components to be utilized include volumes of
sketch output generated by the design teams during various phases of
visualization. Digitally based, many of the product visualizations are to
various degrees in a vector format that can be translated directly into
engineering based computer aided design programs. In some instances,
the design team has already prepared the preliminary CAD specifications
themselves as part of their own design process. These digital visualizations
are rarely in a final form for the engineering
teams. Many modifications
to the product design are typically made as it is readied for production.
But even in these cases, a readily available set of
digital visualizations can
easily give the engineering team a jump start in their
cycle of the design
process. This is accomplished by allowing an engineering team to study the
design intent in detail in their own computer environment during the design
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developent phases as well as during their own offical part of the product
develpoment / delivery process. This, in turn, can aid the design team by
preserving product intent.
Product visualizations are not the only components that an
engineering team can find value in reuse. As part of the creation of
prototypes to be used for the Testing phase, a design team can easily
create a multitude of informal specifications regarding a product's intended
behavior (prototyped or just proposed). This information can be of great
value to an engineering team in creating functional specifications for the
final product. Reducing the risk of miscommunication, the designer's outputs
from various final phases of the process help ensure the engineering teams
can faithfully interpret the design's intended functionality and behavior
throughout their contribution to the product design.
Bridging the areas of marketing and engineering, the creation
of product documentation for use by the target user is an important,
but sometimes overlooked component. Not an actual part or output
of the design process itself, customer documentation is typically part
of the package of support activities the product that are necessary for
successful product delivery and reception. The creation of useful customer
documentation can be greatly aided by the reuse of various outputs from
earlier design phases. Fully rendered product visualizations and even
rough wire frames can be readily incorporated into user manuals reducing
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the need for rework. Even more valuable could be the reuse of user test
data from the testing phases of the design process. Here specific data
from the user testing that reflects user comprehension and acceptance to
various aspects of a design can be used by a technical writing team in
creating user documentation. The subject matter, method of presentation
and even formatting of the documentation can be aligned to customer
expectations gleaned from the Test phase output. Simple test observations
of how customers orient themselves to a new product and its functionality
can be valuable in the organization of information with documentation.
Information regarding any particular areas of usability confusion can be
used to prioritize subject matter presentation and depth of coverage within
the documentation as well. The ever-present F.A.Q. section as well would be
quickly expanded by output from the evaluation phases.
Marketing
Output from the Evaluation as well as the Development phases
can also be leveraged as the product marketing plan and its pieces are
developed. Reaching further back to the beginning development cycles
of
a design - a marketing team can choose to
draw on the output of early
designer brainstorming to communicate product evolution to
a potential
customer.
Live prototypes from the more recent development stage of
prototyping
can be effectively used as product
demonstrations or "virtual
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test drives". The same prototypes used previously to test with target users
can, with minor modifications, be used to introduce the product to the
actual target audience. The creation of marketing demographic target plans
can be assisted by the customer data assembled with the latter phases
of design evaluation. Here various test participants and their feedback
can help guide the marketing team in developing strategies for product
packaging, deployment and identifying appropriate media or venues in
which to approach potential customers.
The remote evaluation tools used in earlier Evaluation phases can
provide predictive information with early local markets customer data. This
in turn enhances the teams ability to quickly adapt the product to local
requirements. As an example, the initial introduction of the product during
the test phase - will offer a valuable clue to a marketing team about the
receptiveness of the targeted market group. For example, if through remote
testing, the remote user group reveals to the designers and test group a
previously unknown parallel between the new product and a local cultural
reference, this may dramatically alter how the product is introduced within
that local market.
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Conclusion
The pace of change and evolution of the tools and technology
available to the industrial design field can only adequately be described
as rapid and chaotic. New technologies have affected many corners of
the profession, often unevenly. Most of the new tools, however, can be
characterized in their ability to improve communication, both between the
designer and team itself as well as with larger audiences such as the end-
user. These tools and technologies are greatly enhancing the abilities of
the designers to better understand their work and their customer. In turn,
the designer is given the ability to better communicate their ideas with the
customer and end-user. The new tools however are not evenly available or
deployed. The rate of development for them is uneven and the likelihood of
new emerging technologies rendering them obsolete is always an issue.
New tools for computer input and output are constantly emerging
and represent the most changes in the field of industrial design over the
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past decade. However, the central management of this additional new
information is actually the most important area for the future of the field, as
well as the least developed or understood. Systems and tools by which to
store, retrieve and present all the various types of information in a seamless
manner throughout the design process can represent the greatest future
impact to the field.
Adoption and actual use of these new tools and the careful
management of the output they create presents the biggest challenge to the
design team. Any aspect of overinvestment puts the team, the process and
the product at risk of failure by placing the importance of a particular tool
over all else. The design team must remain flexible to be ready to carefully
transition as new tools become available. The managing, adoption and
use of emerging technologies through an
established or formalized design
structure can greatly aid the design team in several
ways:
-A wholistic view of the process can prevent a lopsided or uneven
adoption, thereby ensuring the process as a whole
benefits from the new
tools and technologies.
-Raising
awareness to a design team of the potential for reuse among
different phases of the design process, and possibly take the team further
by actually facilitating reuse.
-Help
the team with the management of the design outputs from the
design process, thereby ensuring the process how
the tools and techniques
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impact the design as opposed to the new technology inadvertently
determining the process.
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demonstrated how attention in the early phases of the design process
can bring a greater return in quality and productivity
than the
traditional focus in the later parts of the design phase.
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